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THE RECREATIONALISTS 
Intrepid Kiwis and Their Campers 

The Recrea onalists: Intrepid Kiwis and Their Campers profiles 30 Intrepid Kiwis‐ including individuals, 
couples, and families.  These intrepid campers may all use different vehicles from Toyota Hiace’s, to 
Mitsubishi Delica’s and even Nissan Civilian’s, but they all have a common love for camping.  Focused on 
highligh ng the key features of New Zealand including the climate, vehicles and products available, this 
book is designed to celebrate all New Zealand.   The Recrea onalists: Intrepid Kiwis and Their Campers  
offers real person inspira on, with useful content on how to take your dream holiday to the next level with 
a self sufficient camping vehicle.   Incredible stories of self restored Vans and Motorhomes, and their 
journeys across the North and South Islands of New Zealand as well as the fascina ng people who occupy 
them.  The photography is stunning and captures unforge able memories, inspiring anyone to start their 
journey to becoming a recrea onalist.  
 
 

Author Bio: 

Craig Levers is an avid surfer and an award winning photographer, opera ng the well known business 
PhotoCPL.  During the 2020 COVID lockdown he decided to create a website called Recrea onal Society to 
provide online resources and inspira on to those Kiwis interested in all things camping.  His previous tles 
are Beached As– Our New Zealand Beaches Vol 1, Beached As– Then and Now, The South Seas, The Big 
Li le Beach Books & in 2014 he published NZ Surf– Captured By a Surf Lens. 
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Synopsis: 
These gracious homes – dotted across the sun-drenched uplands of Hawke’s Bay – rose unashamedly 
from the golden fleeces on the sheep’s backs, to become monuments to our settler heritage. Set in 
spacious grounds and framed by enormous exotic trees, such as oaks, gums or Norfolk pines, they stand 
as testament to the dreams of our ancestors who came to this fresh canvas of a country, which already had 
its own rich Māori culture, with a determination to put their own individualistic mark on the landscape. 

The Province of Hawke’s Bay played its part in the New Zealand pastoral revolution that placed our country 
firmly at the forefront of the world agricultural scene. Today, New Zealand still pioneers the development of 
technologies in the farming sector. Strong crossbred wool, a natural durable fibre, started that process. 
This neglected product has, it seems, lost its golden touch – yet these grand homes, mostly in very good 
repair, remain as symbols of the wool boom which helped to shape our colonial 
past and to prepare us for our place in the new order.  

Author bio: 
Angus Gordon has lived all his life – on and off – within the magical walls 
of Clifton, one of the houses described in this book. First as one of six 
children, with his parents John and Barbara, who carried out extensive 
renovations during their forty years there. Later, Angus and his wife Dinah 
brought up their own two children, Tom and Abby, in the house; now they 
watch Frankie and Jasper, the children of Tom and his wife Lucia, running 
up and down the stairs and riding bicycles noisily around the veranda. 
The house itself just creaks and sighs, and looks wistfully out to sea. 
Angus has written two other books: In the Shadow of the Cape, a history 
of the Gordon family at Clifton for the last 160 years, and Famous Times, a 
photographic and written history of the old woolsheds of Hawke’s Bay. 
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Synopsis: 
A beautifully illustrated combination of personal stories of alpine adventures over five decades and reflections on 
the spirituality of the mountain world. From student days till retirement, Ron Hay has found adventure and 
refreshment of spirit amid the peaks and valleys of the Southern Alps. 

“A thoughtful, well-observed contemplation of fifty years of climbs. Written with flair, appreciation for natural 
grandeur, the joy of shared times and nourishment of spirit imbibed during numinous days in the mountains.” 

—ROSS CULLEN, PROMINENT MOUNTAINEER, AUTHOR AND PROFESSOR EMERITUS AT LINCOLN 
UNIVERSITY 

“From difficult climbs like Mt Tasman to family trips, the author explores the nature of our connection to wild 
places, including the strong spiritual relationship many people have with the mountains. He also puts this 

relationship into an international context, with reflections and quotes throughout, in a mature and fascinating 
narrative. I loved this book, and many others will too. Highly recommended.” 

—GEOFF SPEARPOINT, ALPINE AUTHOR AND LEGEND, RENOWNED FOR HIS MULTI-DAY EXPEDITIONS 
INTO THE REMOTEST PARTS OF THE SOUTHERN ALPS. 

Author bio: 
Growing up in Gore within sight of the Hokonuis, Ron Hay developed an early love of the hills and the wide open 
spaces. He became enthusiastically involved in tramping and climbing while doing postgraduate study in English 
literature at Otago University. Some years of secondary teaching followed, allowing generous amounts of holiday 
time for trips into the valleys and mountains of the Southern Alps. Ron then did a theology degree and entered the 
Anglican ministry. He was vicar of Temuka and then Sumner–Redcliffs in Christchurch before taking 
early retirement in order to devote time to writing. His first book, Finding the Forgotten God, won the Ashton Wyllie 
Book Award in 2015. 

Ron is a member of the New Zealand Alpine Club and has contributed articles to the NZ Alpine Journal and to 
Wilderness magazine. He is married to Liz and they have three children and seven grandchildren. They now live 
in Castle Hill Village surrounded by the peaks of the Torlesse and Craigieburn Ranges. 
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